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0.1. The notion of derivation of commutative algebras has an inverse 
notion which may be called integration. From the point of view of integration, 
we are going to establish, for augmented commutative algebras with a deriva- 
tion, a notion which resembles that of universal covering spaces for pointed 
topological spaces. 
Throughout this paper, rings and algebras, unless otherwise specified, 
will be commutative and possess a unit element. A fixed ground ring I< 
will bc used. If A is a K-algebra with a derivation, we shall simply call 13. 
an algebra (over K), while the term “K-algebra” is reserved only for K-alge- 
bras without a derivation. 
Since every commutative algebra has a derivation into its IGhler module, 
the category of commutative algebras is a full subcategory of commutative 
algebras with a derivation. 
0.2. If A is an algebra, then 1 A j denotes the underlying K-algebra of A; 
Q : K -+ 1 A ] the canonical morphism; and dA : j A 1 + L’A, the derivation 
of A. Ry dA being a derivation, we mean that GA is a 1 A i-module and that 
dA(a’a”) = and,& $ a’d&‘. If A is augmented, then E~ : ! A j -+ K denotes 
the augmentation. 
An algebra A is said to have a full derivation if QRA = 1 A \ dAI A I. 
0.3. The algebraic notion of universal covering spaces will be realized 
through a covariant functor I’ from the category of augmented algebras 
having a full derivation to itself; and that of associated covering projections, 
through a natural transformation y from the identity functor to l7 The 
functor r is in part motivated by topological considerations, which will be 
explained in the sequel. 
0.4. The functor r behaves reasonably well. We list below some of its 
properties: 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
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(a) 3/a : TZZ m PLl , 
(5) y,., sends closed differentials in SM to exact differentials in O.I2~ 
(cj If K[x] is the augmented polynomial algebra (with the obvious 
derivation), then .~K[x] is the augmented algebra of divided power polyrm- 
mials of X. The same assertion holds for formal power series algebras. 
(d) If K is a field of characteristic 0, then 
rqxl ,..., xn] M K[x, )...) Q. 
(e) If K is the field of rational numbers and if A denotes the augmented 
algebra .K[x,~],/(x+ +y2 - I), then T;I is the augmented algebra generated 
b!; cos 8, sin 0 and 0. 
In the case of characteristic p > 0, the fun&or r lras some defects which 
stern from the fact that a derivation annuls the pth power of every element 
of its domain. 
We mention that, in connection with T, there is a fundamental group 
functor from the category of algebras having a full derivation to a category 
of commutative Hopf algebras. 
0.5. Augmented exact algebras and augmented exact algebras with a 
variational derivation are two basic concepts in this work. An exact algebra 
pl.ays the role of the unit interval [0, 11 or that of the real line in topology. 
DEFIXTTION. An exact algebra B (over I!) is an algebra such that the 
sequence 
is exact. 
0•K& IBp%.QB---•o, 
If .B is augmented, then the above exact sequence is split by cB. The 
morphism of K-modules 
i,:QB+IBl/, 
such that cl,& z--_ I,, and 7n~B + iBdu = II~~ will be called the integration 
of the augmented exact algebra B. G+ 
If K is a field of characteristic 0 and if B is the polynomial algebra K[t] 
(or the formal power series algebra K[[t]]) with the usual augmentation and 
derivation, then B is an augmented exact algebra, and, for b == h(t) E / R /, 
i,JQ) dt == [ b(t) dt. 
“cl 
For an arbitrary ground ring K, Kjt] (or K[[t]]) is not necessarily exact. 
However the algebra K(t) (or .K<(t)) of divided power polynomials (or 
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divided power series) with the usual derivation is exact. The read$r may see 
in the sequel and also in [3] and [4] that exact algebras are far more abundan.t 
than those mentioned above. 
0.6. An algebra C with n derivations di = die; 1 C ) -N L$C, i == l,..., 11, 
will be called an n-algebra. 
At this moment, we are not going to give the precise definition of an 
augmented exact algebra with a variational derivation but shall illustrate its 
features by using the next example. 
Let A be an algebra over a field K of characteristic 0. Denote by C the aug- 
mented reduced polynomial (formal power series) 2-algebra with coeficients 
in 8, which means that 
(a) 1 C 1 consists of polynomials (formal power series) a(t) with cocffi- 
cients in 1 A 1 and a.(O) E K, 
(b) for a(~) = a, {- a,l + .a* E j C !, a = c& , 6 = d,, , 
ih(t) = (ul -I- 2a,t -I- *a.) dt, 
&z(t) = dAa, -1 (d/z,) t $ ... . 
Observe the following propertics of C, which hold whether 1 C 1 is a poly- 
nomial or formal power series algebra: 
(a) ! C 1 with the derivation dIc is an exact algebra. 
(b) There is a morphism of K-modules F&(C) @j A&(C) -• Q,(C) 
formally given by u(t) dt @ w(t) + so a(t) w(t) dt. 
(c) If c(t) is another element of 1 C I, then 
6 j c(t) u(t) dt = 1 @c(t)) a(t) dt -I- c(t) S 1 a(t) dt 
0 - 0 0 
-j-(S@t)dt)c’(t)dt. 
These properties will appear as the essential part of the definition of an 
augmented exact algebra with a variational derivation. 
0.7. There will be four functors: Sh( ), I’( ), Sh( } and P{ }, which 
are of interest in themselves and are used to construct the functor 1: 
The functor Sh( ) is adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category 
of augmented exact algebras to that of K-modules, which assigns to every 
augmented exact algebra B the K-module .QB. 
The functor P( ) is adjoint to the inclusion functor from the subcategory 
of augmented exact algebras to that of augmented algebras. (See [3].) 
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The respective roles of the functors Sh( > and P{ > in relation to augmented 
exact algebras with a variation are similar to those of the functors Sh( j and 
P( ) in re!ation to augmented exact algebras. 
0.8. This work together with [3] and [g] points towards a homotopv 
theory for commutative algebras with a derivation Our approach from the 
point of view of integration seems to be new. In this connection, WC: wish to 
mention the work of Artin and Mazur on an algebraic homotopy theory based. 
on the etale topology for preschemes [I]. 
1. ALGEBRAS 
1.1. -4 morphism of algebras q5 : A + ;4’ consists of a pair (I \h 1, Q$), 
whcrc $ I : ’ I A ] -> ] A’ 1 is a morphism of K-algebras, and &J : Q-4 -+ Q-4’ 
is a morphism of / -4 i-modules, JM’ being taken as a j A ;-module via : 4 I. 
If I $ / is a projection of K-algebras and if -c2y5 is a projection of K-modules, 
WC say that (G is a projection of algebras and call A’ a quotient of the algebra -4. 
We say that 4 annuls J C j A , (or N C JM) if 1 q5 j JT == 0 (or (Q$) N = 0). 
We mention the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Given an ideal J of 1 A j and a ; A I-submodule AY of CM, 
there exists a projection of algebras p : 4 -> ‘4’ zmiaersal with respect to m.orfphisms L 
of algebras A --+ A”, which annul both J and N. Moreover Ker i p j = J and 
Ker Qp = .N -)- d,, J + ]A. 
1.2. If C is an n-algebra, we denote bv Ci the algebra consisting of 1 C j 
and the derivation (I,, , i -: I,..,, n. 
A morphism of n-algebras d, : C -+ C’ is an n-tuple of morphisms of 
algebras +i : C, + Cl’ such that ] $,, ] = *a* = ] & /. We write &L@J = ,‘2+i 
and I+ \ .=: i$i I. 
The tensor product ~1 @ .?I’ of algebras A and A’ is the 2-algebra given by 
(4 lA,@A’I = lA’ I C3 i 8’ 1, 
(b) J&(,4 @ A’) = B/l @ j 12 /, 
Q&4 @ A’) = 1 A 1 g QA’, 
(c) dlnB,, = dA 0 llAy , d2nC3/ = l;,l 6 do. 
If 9 and d’ are both augmented, define E,~@~’ 7; E,+ @ E~’ , 
If c, and (b’ are two morphisms of algebras, define+ @ (6’ to be the morphism 
of 2-aigebras such that 
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1.3. Every algebra A can be taken as a 2-algebra {A} with {A}, = (A}a = 
A. The category of algebras can be taken as a full subcategory of 2-algebras 
through the functor ( }. 
On the other hand, every 2-algebra C can be taken as an algebra [C] with 
I[C]l = 1 c I, Q[C] = Q,C @i&C, and &lx = d,,x + dzcx, Vx E 1 C I. 
The functors { } and [ ] are an adjoint pair. 
1.4. Products exist in the category of augmented algebras. If A and A’ 
are augmented algebras, then the product A v A’ is given as follows: 
(a) ) A v A’ ! is the augmented K-algebras obtained from the K-algebra 
1 ,4 ] 0 ! A’ / by replacing its direct summand I< @ K with K. 
(b) Q(A. v A’) = QA 0 Q/l’. 
(4 dAvn ’ is the restriction of d, @ dA* . (See 1.2 [4].) 
2. AUGMESTED EXACT ALGEBRAS 
2.1. We shall use B to denote an augmented exact algebra and i13 : QB + 
j B 1, its integration. 
DEFI~K~~I~N. A B-integrable module V is a 1 B j-module equipped with 
a morphism of K-modules 
V & -QB -+ V, 
which sends c (5&l ZL~ to V. w such that, for b E Ker Ed, 
~5. w) = (z’ - w) - d,h $ ba - w. (2.1.1) 
&AMPLE. If, for b E 1 B ) and w E QB, we define 
h - w = i,(hw), 
then 1 B 1 becomes a B-integrable module, and (2.1.1) corresponds to the 
formula of integration by parts. 
2.2. 4 morphism of B-integrable modules I’+ I” is a morphism of 
1 B (-modules such that, if ??+ 8, then 5 . w ++ 6’ . w for w E QB. 
Given any UC V, there exists a minimal B-integrable submodule of V 
containing U, which will be called the B-integrable hull of U in V. 
For ‘I E I’*, wi ,..., -dT E JIB, Y > 2, write 
v ’ WI . ‘.- . w, = (v * WI * --* . w,r-l) * w’, , 
and, for Y = 0, set v * w1 . .*. . w,. = v. 
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LEMMA. If U is a ) B I-submodule of a B-integrable module V, then the 
R-integrable hull l,T, of rr, as a K-module, is spanned by elements of the type 
* . ‘& I . . . . . Cd T3 u E u, WI )...) w, E QB, Y 23 0. 
l’roof. Let l,r, be the K-submodule spanned by elements of the type 
u’zc,L’“~“wr. It follows from. (2.1.1) that Lj, is a I B I-submoduie of F and 
thereFore a B-integrable submodulc of V. QED. 
2.3. P~ZOFO~IWOX. Let J be an ideal oj 1 B i 7&h E~J ==. 0. Then there 
exists a projection of augmented exact algebras p : .B -3. B’ universal zcith respect 
to morphisnzs of augmented exact algebras from R whicck annul J. Xoreoser, 
Ker i p : ’ zs the B-integrable hull of J. 
Proof. Regard 1 B , as a B-integrable module: and let J1 be the R-in:e- 
grable Ml of J. It is clear from 2.2 that <eJl = 0, and dBJI is a 6 /-sub- 
module of SZU. %‘he required quotient of the augmcntcd exact algebra H is B’ 
such that / B’ 1 == j i3 ii J1 ani BR’ -=- f2B/d,J, . y.Kl3. 
2.4. Denote by p : B -+ B’ a projection of augmented exact algebras. 
Then every B/-integrable module can be taken as a &integrable mod.ule via p. 
:LEMMA. Let W’ be a 1 B I-submodule of B-integrable module t7. Then there 
exists a E-integrable module V’ and a morphism oj B-integrable modules 
I; : 1;’ + V’ universal ~with respect to morp?zism.s of B-integrable modules jiiom I’ 
to a B’-integrable module which annul Hf. Morewer, b is a projection, anti 
Ker 3 is the B-integrable hull N of W I -. (Ker 1 p ;) Y I- V . Ker Qp. 
Proof. If b exists, obviously NC Ker $. On the other hand, b’/LV is a 
.B’-integrab!e quotient of 1’. Q.E.D. 
2.5. Let M be a K-module. Denotc by T(M) = @,a(, T’(M) the tensor 
K-algebra based on M. For u, v E T(M), denote by w the product of u an.d z 
in the tensor K-algebra T(:W). Thus, for ‘zl ,..., wr E M, the e1cmcn.t 
‘Iu, 8 ... 3 w,. of T’(jW) will be simply written as w1 u.0 zr . In the case of 
Y = 0, WI * *. ZC,~ will bc understood to be 1. 
Let Sh(M) be the shuffle K-algebra, which is the K-module T(M) 
equipped with the multiplication 0 such 
(WI * * * wr) 0 (WTfl . * * w,+,) === x WC1 *. . 7!:o(,.l.s; , 
summing over all (r, s)-shuffles 0, i.e. permutations of l,..., Y $- s with 
u-l 1 < . . . + dY, u-‘(r + 1) < ... < u-yr I- s). The K-algebra Sh(M) has 
an augmentation such that wl .** zu,. ‘++ 0 for r > 1 and a derivation 
Sh(M) + Sh(M) ,@ M 
such that w1 .** w, + zul *** w,-~ @ w, . (Set [3].) 
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The shuffle K-algebra Sh(M) equipped with the augmentation and the 
derivation described above will be called the shuffle algebra (over K) based 
on M and will be denoted also by Sh(M) = Sh,(M). Thus ,Q Sh(M) = 
1 Sh(M)) @ M. 
2.6. Evidently Sh(M) is an augmented exact algebra. Given a morphism 
of K-modules f : AI-+ M’, define Sh(f) such that Sh(f) = Y(f) and 
i2 Sh(f) = T(f) of. Th en Sh becomes a covariant functor from the 
category of K-modules to that of algebras over Ii’. 
We may take D as a functor from the category of augmented exact algebras 
to the category of K-modules. The next theorem implies that Sh is adjoint to 
the forgetful functor B. 
THEOREM. Let M be a K-module, and B, an augmented exact a&ebra. 
If 6 : M -+ -QB is a morphism of K-modules, then there exists a unique morphism 
of augmented algebras 6” : Sh(M) -+ B such that 0 is the composition 
M M K 8% M -> Sh( $I)/ @ M -=% ,QB. 
The proof of the above thcorcm can be found in [3]. 
2.7. Wc are going to construct functor P( ) which is adjoint to the inclu- 
sion functor from the subcategory of augmented exact algebras to the category 
of augmented algebras. 
THEOREM. To every augmented algebra A, there we an augmented exact 
algebra P(A) and a morphism of augmented algebras x1 = xIR : A + P(A) 
which is universal with respect to morphisms of augmented algebras from A to 
augmented exact algebras. 
This theorem has been proved in [3]. A sketch of an improved proof is 
given below. 
Proof. Write d := d2, , E = l A , 171 = 8A and 8 = dShlM) . Let B be an 
augmented exact algebra. Our discussion will bc based on the next commu- 
tative diagram of augmented algebras. 
Sh(M) z> P(A) -&- A 
\ p/i 
B 
Let (f, be given, and write 0 = ~24, which inducts 0 such that, for w E M, 
(qb)w = (JM)(l @ 23). s tt g c in zc = da, we conclude that, for a E 1 A [, I# jc1 = 
I 0 ‘(HZ -I- da). and (Q@(l @ a~) = (Q$) azu = (Q&M @ w + da 8 w). 
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Therefore Ker 10 j contains the Sh(M)-integrable hull .I of elements of the 
type U(W) - (EG) ZKB -.. (U ci da) w, where z1 E / Sh(M)I. 
Set p,. to be the projection of augmented algebras universal with respect 
to morphisms from Sh(M) to an augmented exact algebra which annul I. 
It follows from 2.3 that 1 = Kcr i p1 j. Define x1 such tha.t 
I Xl I .=I , p1 I(ca -+ da), (Z.?.lj 
(s&J ,a = (S&)(1 @ w). (2.7.2) 
We verify that d factors through P(A) and that the right half of the diagram 
is commutatirc. Q.E.D. 
~:OROi.LARY. If B is alz augmented exact algebra, then L? M P(B). 
3.1. DEFIKK~OK. An augmented exact al.gcbra .with a variational deriva-. 
tion (or, in short, a variational exact algebra) is an augmented 2-algebra C 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(3.) Cl is exact. 
(b) Q,,C is a Cr-integrable module. 
(c) If X, y E 1 C I, (? = djc , 8 = & , then 
6(x . Ly) = 8x * 2y - sy * ax -;- L&y. 
A motivation for the above definition has been given in 0.6. We shall. 
write 6, = d,, and 6, = dzc . 
EXXM\IPLE. Let A bc an algebra and B, an augmented exact algebra. 
Assume that qn is inject&. Let C be the augmented 2-algebra such that 
(a) C ! is the K-subalgebra of 1 B (3 A. \ consisting of all elements x 
such that (Ed 0 1~1) .x E y,K. 
(b) drc and d,, are, respectively the restrictions of the derivations of 
B ($ A on I C !. 
(c) the augmentation cc is given by Q+X = (Ed @ 11~1) x for x E 1 C /. 
Then S&C=SB~)Aj and l2,C=\B\@o,cLA. Define for a~!/!!, 
be / H 1) ZCEQA, z/E.QB, 
(b @ w) - (w’ 0 a) = (h . w’) 0 aw. 
We verify that C is a variational exact algebra. 
3.2. DFFINITIOS. A morphism of variational exact algebras #J : C -+ C’ 
481/13/3-z 
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is a morphism of augmented 2-algebras such that Gs+ is also a morphism of 
Cr-integrable modules, where J&C is taken as a Cl-integrable module via +r . 
If ) + 1, sZ,+ and J2,+ are projections, we say that + is a projection of varia- 
tional exact algebras. 
PROPOSITIOK. Let C be a variational exact algebra. Given an ideal J of 
i C 1, l C J = 0, and a 1 C I-submodule N of Q&T, there exists a projection of 
variational exact algebras p : C --+ C’ universal with respect to morphisms of 
variational exact algebras from. C which annul J and N. Moreover Ker 1 p 1 
is the Cl-integrable hull of J. 
Proof. Let p1 : C, + C,’ be the projection of augmented exact algebras 
universal with respect to morphisms of augmented exact algebras from C, 
which annul J. According to 2.3, Ker j p1 I is the Cl-integrable hull J1 of J. 
Let W be the 1 C /-submodule of &,C generated by Sc J1 + N and elements 
of the type 
6,(x * i;,y) - s,x * &y -.I- sty - &x -x&-y 
for X, y E 1 C /. Let lj, : Xk&’ -+ V’ be the projection of Cl-integrable modules 
universal with respect to morphisms of C,-integrable modules from G,C 
to a Cl/-integrable module which annul W. (See 2.4.) Let C’ be the 2-algebra 
with C,’ as pregiven and with 0,C’ = V’. Let the derivation 6,~ be given 
by completing the commutative diagram 
Then C’ is a variational exact algebra, and the projection p : C + C’ meets 
the requirement of th,e proposition. Q.E.D. 
4. Tm FUNCTORS Sh( ) mn P( } 
Let M be a K-module. We use w, w’, wr , wa ,... to denote elements of M. 
4.1. Let Sh(M) be the 2-algebra such that 
(a) Sh(M}, = Sh(M). 
(b) Ga Sh(M) = T(M) @ M @ T(k?), 
(c) s = d,shpq is given by 61 - 0 and, for r > 1, 
S( Wl 0-e w,) = c WI -a- @ wi @ ..’ w, . 
l<i<F 
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Write 6 = d,sll~MI . The j Sh(M)I-module structure of T(M) @ M gl T(Mj 
is given as follows: 
If u = WI . . . w, E ; Sh(M)l and ii = wr+r .** @ We @ **c ZD,+, then 
u 0 77 == c wol *-- wG(,.,j-l) @ wj @ wo(G-li.tlk **. Wo’rps, t I 
summing over all (r, s)-shuflles (I. Observe that we write u c 5 instead UC. 
EXAMPLE. ‘WIW* 0 (w3 ‘& w4 @ 1) := w1w3 @ wa @ ws ‘-;- WQWl @ zcq @ ws i- 
w3 @ w4 @ wpz -I- w’qw17up @ w, @ 1 + W1W3’W~ @ W’B @I 1 + w1w:,w3!,ow,(~i.. 
We regard T(M) 3 M @ T(M) also as a right T(M)-module such that 
(WI .*a C& wi @ . . . WT)(7L& -‘a w, .,+) = 7L’I a-” cg 7ui @ **’ WV!+. 
The next formulas can be verified by setting u =:-: w1 e** w’, and B == 
WT.).l *a* @ wj g) *-* w,+,: 
(uw) 3 (Cw') = [u 0 (m')] w $ [(u7u 5 c] 7u'; (4.1.1) 
(uw) 0 (79 @ w’ $$ 1) = [U 0 (7~ @ w! @ I j] w -j- [(uwj 3 z] @ 7~’ (3 1. 
(4.1.2) 
4.2. The Sh(M)-integrable module structure of T(M) (3 1M @ T(M) 
is defined by 
B* (u @ 74 = (24 0 a)w 
for u @ w E / Sh(M)I @ M = Q, Sh(M). One has to check that (2.2.1) 
holds. In fact, 
uw 0 (a. (v @ w’)) = uw 3 ((v 0 aj w’) 
owing to (4. I . I j, 
::z: (u 0 (ZI 0 a) w’) 70 -I- (uw 0 (z 0 ejj w' 
= (5. (v @ w')) * quw> -+. (uw 0 cj ' (71 @ w'), 
One may rewrite (4. I. 1) and (4.1.2), respectively as 
u 0 (cw) = (ew) - 226 $ (24 c 2)) w, (4.2.1) 
z~~(~~w~l)=(~~w~lj~~~-~-(~lo~~)~w~~:. (4.2.21 
4.3. PROPOSITION. The augmented 2-algebra Sh(M} is a r;ariational exact 
a<cebra. 
Proof. It remains to verify the Condition (c) in Z-1, Let LV, y E / Sh(Mj/, 
and set y ---_ zw. IVe have 
S(x - 8y) == [S(x 0 v)] w + (x 0 7!) @ w @j 1 
--sx~~~~-~-(xosv)w--;(xooj~w~~~1. 
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On the other hand, 
x 0 sy = x 0 ((%I) w -I- 21 @ w @ I), 
owing to (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), 
=sy.a,+(~oSw)w+(xor;)O~Ol. Q.E.D. 
4.4. Given a morphism of K-modules 0 : M -+ iv”, define 
Sh(0) : Sh{Af} -> Sh{M’} 
to be the morphism of variational exact algcbras such that Sh{B}, = Sh(0) 
md f-q9 = T(e) 0 e 0 ye). 
The next theorem implies that the functor Sh( } is adjoint to the forgetful 
functor Qr . 
THEOREM. Let C be a variational exact akebra. Given a morphism of 
K-modules 0 : M--f -QIC, there exists a unique morphism of variational exact 
algebrus 8 : Sh{M} -+ C such that 0 is the composition 
Mm IS@M- 1 Shy (SJ M 2 f21c. 
Proof. Set B = C, . If 0 exists, then or has to coincide with 0 as given 
in 2.6. Set 0, = 8. It remains to construct 8’ = L?# and to show its uniqueness. 
For simplicity we shall write d = j 0 1 and V ..-= T(M) @ M @ T(M). 
Observe that V = Era1 i7, has a graded structure with V, == A.7 @ M 0 K = 
6 T](M) and, for r > 2, 
VT = 1,‘,-,M I$ ‘P-‘(M) @ M I@ K. 
We construct, by induction on Y, the restriction of 8’ on V, as follow: 
fysw z s,ijw, (4.4.1) 
and, for r 3 2, 21~ F+,_, , u’ E Tr-r(M), 
eyzkw) = 092 . em, (4.4.2) 
e+d 0 w $2 I) = 8desc - eys~ . ad). (4.4.3) 
Observe that 6~: . &i E V,-,M and that 0’(6m . Zu’) is defined through (4.4.2). 
4.5. Set u = zr ,..., 20, , u’ = kzr ... wr-r, , U = w,+r a** @ w3 @ **a zqs, 
Y 30,s > 1,r+ I <j < P + s. In order to show that &$ = B’S and that 
0’ is a morphism of Sh(M)-integrable modules, we are going to prove by 
induction on r + s that 
l9’(a. Eu) = B’o . (.qT) au, (4.51) 
ea = s&, (4.5.2) 
eyzl o V) = Lez. (4.5.3) 
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The case of 7 = 0 is trivial. Ilrc assume Y > 1 and set w = wT , w’ = ?I,+, , 
For (4.5.1) WC have 
&(c * 511) z O’((u’ 0 5) w) czz &(u’ c c-j * &&!, 
by the induction hypothesis 
= @*‘o’q * ou: = e’@- - (QIQ &l. 
For (4.5.2), we have 
e’su = oy(sd) w + d (8 w 0 1) 
= e’su’ . ew + &‘eyjw _ e’pw . auf) 
by the induction hypothesis and according to the Condition (c) of 3.1, 
== 6,(&l’ - ew) = s,&. 
4.6. We divide the verification of (4.5.3) in.to two cases: 
Case I. / < 7 j_ .(‘a \vrite g = $w’. Then & = ,& . e.a;, 0’9 ;= (j’.g’ . &g’, 
and 
euyg = eu(e.z;;e’swf _ eyjcL,’ . Qjct) 
= ecu o q e/SW’ ..- &(otswf . ~,&), 
according to (2. I. I), 
7 qz1 o q ~1s~’ -. (psw’ . &&!~) . (‘,,&l - (&,oy$,~) . @~‘. 
Thus (4.5.3) holds if 
(#a - &fl’Sw) . ;,& = (&SW’ . @y/) . a,&,,. 
This is true because 
0’j.j = &feyj7u _ pszuf . Qafa 
At last we may conclude that 0 thus constructed is indeed a morphism of 
variational exact algebras. 
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If 0 : Sh{lW]. -+ C is any morphism of variational exact algebras satisfying 
the conditions of the theorem, then (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) hold. (4.4.3) follows 
from 
4.7. Let A be an augmented algebra with a full derivation, i.e. GA = 
) A / dR] A 1. Recall the 2-algebra {A} with {A}r = {A}a = A. We are going 
to construct a variational exact algebra P(A) and a morphism of augmented 
2-algebras x : (A} -+ P(4) which is universal with respect to morph.isms 
of augmented 2-algebras from {A) to variational exact algebras. 
Write M = GA and d =:= dA . Denote by N,, the kernel of the epimorphism 
of K-modules 1 A 1 3 1 A i -+ M given by a’ @ a” -+ a’da”. Let 
/3 : 1 A 1 @ / A j -+ Qn, Sh{M} = T(M) @ M @ ‘l&V) 
be the morphism of K-modules given by 
/3(a’ @ a”) = da’ 0 da” &J 1 .+ I 3 EAa’daN @ 1 -<- 1 @ da” 8 da’. 
Let M be the 1 Sh(M)I-submodule generated by PX,, . 
(4.7.1) 
Let P{4} be the quotient of the variational exact algebra Sh{M} such that 
the projection p : Sh(M} + P(A) is universal with respect to morphisms of 
variational exact algebras from Sh(M} -h h w ic annul both I and N, where I is 
the kernel of the projection 1 Sh(M)] --+ I P(A)I. According to 3.2, Ker i pr / = I 
so that P(A), = P(A). 
Define x : (A} -+ P(A) to be the morphi,sm of augmented 2-algebras such 
that x1 : A -+ P(4) is as defined in 2.7, and !Gax is given by the commutative 
diagram 
Lsing (4.7. I), we verify that ~a is a morphism of algebras. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let A. be an augmented akebra hazing a full derivation. 
The morphism of augmented 2-akebras x : (A} -• P(A) is universal with respect 
to morphisms of augmented 2-algebras from {A} to variational exact algebras. 
Proof. Let C be a variational exact algebra, and # : (A} -+ C a morphism 
of augmented 2-algebras. Write M = ,QA and 0 = J&b. Let 0 be given as 
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ir. 4.4. We are going to construct a morphism of variational exact algebras $ to 
make the commutative diagram 
According to 2.1, & = e” annuls I. We claim that 0 also annuls M and 
therefore through P(A). In fact, the next computation shows that ,Q.# annuls 
(!3xo :
(,Q#) fl(a’ @ a’) = / 8 j(ca’ -)- da’) SC! i9 !(eu” -f- dd), 
owing to 0; = &;pr and (2.7.1), 
= (.Qb) u’ da”. 
Conscqucntly there exists a unique $ to make the left half of the diagram 
commutative. S&e $r ::= $r , we only need to compute that 
@2,$x) a’ du” := ~2,$Q,p(/3(a’ @) d’j) = Q,&p(u’ :z$ a”)) 
:= (Q2#) a’ da”. Q.E.l). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. If ;1/1 is a K-module and if S(.M) denotes the augmented 
synmetric algebra bused on M Gth the desiuation to the Kiihler module, thm 
P(S(M)) w Sh(M) and P(S(M)) % Sh{M). 
Proof. The morphism x1 : S(M) + Sh(M) given by 
j xl j x = x EM C i Sh(dd)i 
is universal with respect to morphisms of augmented algebras from S(M) 
to an augmented exact algebra. \Vc have P(S(M)) +z Sh.(M). A similar 
argument sh.ows I’(S(M)j e %[Mj. Q.E.D. 
5. THE UNIWRSXL COWRING FGR‘CTOK 
5.1. The following characterization of topological covering motivates our 
construction of .r. 
Let X, x be pointed topological spaces with respective base points x0, ,&,; 
and Z, a cone i.e. a pointed topological space of the type I’ x [O, I.], in which 
the subset Y x (0) has been identified to the base point zO. For any 
0 < t < 1, write Z, = Y x (t} C %. If 4 is a map from %. then &! denotes 
the restriction to XL . 
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A base point preserving continuous map 31 : 2 -• X is said to have the 
semicovering property if, given any 2 and 4, we can always complete the 
commutative diagram of base point preserving continuous maps 
by some& satisfying the condition that, for 0 < t :< 1, if (6, is locally constant 
about a point z E Z, , so is $t about the same point. 
It is not difficult to see that, under reasonable conditions on X and -%, 
oi is a covering map if and oniy if m has the semicovering property. 
5.2. We are going to mimick algebraically the above characterization of 
covering maps. 
4 locally constant map could be interpreted, from the point of view of 
derivation, as a morphism of algebras (f such that Q$ is the zero morphism. 
The cone Z will bc replaced by a variational algebra. 
DEFISI~*I~N. A morphism of augmented algebras LY. : A 4 A is said 
to have the semicovcring property if, given a variational exact algebra C and 
a morphism of augmented 2-algebras 4, we can always complete the commu- 
tative diagram of augmented 2-algebras 
by some6 satisfying the condition Im Qz$ is contained in the 1 C j-submodule 
gcncrated by Im Qs+. 
Using the universal property of F’(A), me may replace, in the above dcfini- 
tion, the arbitrary variational exact algebra C by P(d) and+, by x : {A) + P(A) 
and arrive at the next definition. 
DEFINITION. A covering of an augmented algebra A having a full deriva- 
tion is a triple (2, 01,f) such that 
(4 01: A -> A is a morphism of augmented algebras, 
(b) 2 : {A} -+ P(A) is a morphism of augmented 2-algebras, 
(c) x is the composition {A) --% {A} t_ P{A}, 
(dj Im Q,f is contained in the ; P(A}i -submodule ((Im -K&x)) of GJl:rii) - . 
generated by l’m 9,x. 
X morphism (A, a, 2) -+ (l$‘, a’, 2’) of coverings of A is a morphism of 
augmented algebras /I--> A’ which makes the commutative diagram 
5.3. We arc going to construct a universal covering (rrl, y,j) of B such 
that I j 1 : / rA : -+ 1 P(A)/ is an inclusion. 
Recall the functor [ ] as given in I .3. Then Q[P{A/2>] = LQ,P(il) @ Q~$‘{A) 
and G~lJjnj]x = &IA) N --t S+,~L 
Define r/l to bc the augmented algebra such that 
(aj j r/! 1 is the ,K-subalgebra 8$~A,((ImQzx)); 
(b) Q.FA is the K-submodule l-X 1 d [p{,j).[i .I’./? I Of sQ[P{A]j) 
(c) d,A : ; .FA / --t BTA is the restriction of &InJ;; 
(4 <A is the composition / r;l 1 C j P(A): -+ K. 
Denote by j : {.FA) --t P(A) the morphism of augmented 2-algebras such 
that i j / is the inclusion. Then, for i = 1, 2, B, j is the restrictior, of the 
projection J?P(A> @ QJ?{f} + QJ{A}. 
Let y -= yA : A ---f r/f be the morphism of augmented algebras such that 
I y i a =z= i x 1 a and 
(fly) 23 = (QlX) ZU + (LQpXj ZC. 
Then x .:z j(y)” Wc have the next assertion. 
PKoPosrrIox. The coz’ering (r, A, y, j) of A is a terminal object in the 
cutegory of coaerings of A. 
5.4. If (b : A -+ A’ is a morphism of augmented algebras, then P{+} 
induces a morphism of augmented algebras Q : J7A ---• r/l’. Thus r is a 
covariant functor from the category of augmented algebras having a full 
derivation to itself. 
I’ItorosITIon. yrA :rA M rc4. 
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Proof. The theorem follows from the factorization of x: 
(A> -+ {rA] -+ {PA} -+ P{.rA} w P(A) Q.E.D. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. If B is an augmented exact algebra, then ‘/B : .B w l-B. 
proof. According to 2.7, x1 : B w P(B) is an isomorphism and has a 
factorization 
B -+ TB -> [P(B)] + P(B). 
Clearly 1 yB 1 : : B 1 NY 1 lYB I; and !G++ is injcctive. 
Since d,, is a full derivation, it follows from the surjectiveness of d, that dTB 
is surjective. Hence yR is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. If K[x] is the augmented polynomial algebra zkth the 
usual derivation, then I’K[x] w K(x), z&ich is the augmented algebra of 
divided pozlyer polynomials of x. (See I. I [4J). 
Proof. Write B = K[x]. According to 4.9, P(A) = Sh{M}, where M 
is the free cyclic K-module generated by x. By writing x@J = x **a x (r times), 
Sh(lM) can be identified with K(x). It follows from 8xX*(‘) = x+-l) 3 6x, 
r 3 1, that r,!J M P(A). 
5.7. THEOREM. Let K be a jield of characteristic 0. If A is the augmented 
polynomial algebra K[x, ,..., xJ, then y : A M r-4. 
Proof. Let M be the free K-module generated by x1 ,..., ,x,,~ . Then we may- 
let P(A) = Sh{M}, and x : {A) -+ Sh{M) is given by / x 1 xi =- xi E MC ) Sh{M)I 
A comultiplication can be given to the K-algebra 1 Sh(M)( so that it 
becomes a connected commutative graded Hopf algebra. (See [3].) It follows 
from a theorem of Leray (7.5, [5]) that : x 1 is injectivc. 
Write d = dA , 8 = ZshiMl , 6 = SShIMj . Denote by N the i Sh{M)l- 
submodule generated by Im -c2,x i.e. by 5x, :: 1 0 xi @ 1, i : l,..., n. 
We are going to prove by induction on r that, for u E T’(M) C 1 Sh(M)i. 
824 E N implies u E Im I x 1. 
The cases of r = 0, 1 are clear. For r > 2, write u = xlGiGrs zlixi and 
6u = C v1 0 SX~ . Furthermore set ~1~ = C uijxj and q. ---= C F+V~ . Since 
su == c (SUi) xi + c ui @ xi @ 1; 
we have 
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and 
ui = c w,$Tj == wi . 
By induction, there exists a, E 1 A i such that j x i a, = z+ . Let CEa, -- 
2 a,, dxs . ‘T’hcn 
and 1 x j nij = zlij . On the other hand, 
C uii 0 Sxj = (&,n,x) daai = Su, L- 2 wil 0 Sxj , 
from which it follows that zliJ = uji . At this point, we make use of the 
injectiveness of / x ! and conclude that rzij == aii . There exists a E 1 A ! 
with ~,,a = 0 such that da = 2 a, dx, . Hence j x I Q = U. Q.E.E. 
5.8. Let A be an augmented algebra having a full derivation. Write 
M ::= QA: d == dA ,a = Er(,,,j and S =:: SPIal . Denote by M A M the exterior 
product of M as an 1 A i-module. Let Z(A) denote the K-module of closed 
l-forms i.e. the kernel of the exterior derivation M -+ M A M gi,ven by 
a da’ + da A &‘. (It is assumed that the exterior derivation exists.) Let 
i : -Q P(A) --> 1 P(A)i d cnotc the integration of P(Aj. 
Observe that there is a morphism of K-modules from X’.(A) to i P(A)! 
which is the composition 
%‘(A) C -iA4 -2 i2 P(A) --L 1 P(Aj!. 
PROPOSITION. (i2yAj F(A) C Im d, . 
Proof. Q,P,[A) is a / 4 i-module via x. Define [ : :M A M -+ O,P{A} to 
be the morphism of 1 A J-modules such that 
qz& A w’) =: (-L$x) w - (52,x) w’ - (J-&x) w’ 0 (-Q,,) w. 
For a E : A I, write I x j a = a. Then 
S+-jlx) a da’ = @. 23’) = 53. a%’ - 6~‘. &j !- &$a’ 
= t(da A da’) + (-Qpx) a da’. 
If w E F(a) and if d also denotes the exterior derivation, then 
Si(Qlx) w = t(dw) + (f&x) w : (Qx) w. (5.8.1j 
Hence @rx) w E 1 I’A 1, and 
dr,i(Qlx) w = (,Qlx) w -j- (J&X) zu = (.ny/J w. Wm. 
5.9. We are going to compute F’A in the cast of 4 being the augmented 
algebra of polynomial functions on the unit circle. 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let K[x, y] be the augmented polyno- 
mial algebra with the augmentation given by x 3 I and y F+ 0. Let A be 
the quotient of the augmented algebra R[x, y] whose projection p: K[x, y] -b A 
is universal with respect to morphisms of augmcntcd algebras from K[x, y] 
which annul the ideal generated by 2 -i-y” -‘- I. Then GA is the Eihler 
module of 1 A 1. 
Dcnotc by K[x, y, 01 the augmented polynomial algebra with its augmenta- 
tion given by x F+ 1, y + 0, 6’ w 0. Let a be the quotient of the augmented 
algebra K[x, y, 01 whose projection p is universal with respect to morphisms 
of augmcntcd algebras from K[x, y, 01 which annul both the ideal generated 
bv x2 -,-- y2 - 1 and the submodule generated by x f+ -y (1~ - d0. Write 
.?-= $, y = py and 8 = p”0. We verify that d* = -J do, df := x do. 
If K is the field of rational numbers, then -4 may bc taken as the augmented 
exact algebra generated by the functions cos 0, sin 0 and 8. By an extension 
of the ground field, we conclude that d is an augmented exact algebra when K 
is an arbitrary field of characteristic 0. 
Define xi : A + 2 to be the morphism of augmented algebras induced by 
the inclusion K[x, y] C K[x, y, 01. \Z’e verify that both j xi 1 and Qx, are 
injcctivc. Given any augmented exact algebra B and a morphism of augmented 
algebras (b : A + B, there exists a unique morphism of augmented algebras 
&” : B + l3 such that 4 =-- $x1 . In fact6 is given by I$ 1 x =: 1 ap [ x, I r$ 1 p = 
I 4~ I Y and 
I$ g I--; ig(.&Sp)(x dy -- y dx). 
We maltc the identification of B and P(A). 
iVrite x = px and y = py. Sate that x 37, y dx E F(A). In fact, 
dx A dy =: x2 dx A dy +- dx A y” dy = xy dy A dy + dx A yx dx = 0. 
It follows from 5.8 that 1 TL1 j contains 0 = i,&&,)(~ dy - y dx) and 
1 FA ) =-:: I A” . Moreover (5.8.1) asserts that 80 :: %3y - y& Conscqucntly 
we may verify that -Qj : Q.FA w SrA. 
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